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ReviewFlorida Family Law & Practice

Directory of Federal Court Guidelines
Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual: Judicial
Edition: To create this special Judicial Edition, we
worked in conjunction with the Texas Municipal Courts
Education Center to refine and rework the scope of
our traditional law enforcement manual to include the
most pertinent statutes and rule sets for a practicing
attorney, criminal justice professional or sitting judge
involved with criminal and traffic related matters.

SOUTH FLORIDA ELECTION LAW
HANDBOOK
Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Manual is the
definitive collection of Florida statutes used most
frequently by law enforcement professionals. Inside
you'll find complete coverage of crimes and criminal
procedure, traffic offenses and motor vehicle
regulation, alcoholic beverages and controlled
substances, fish and wildlife, and many other areas of
concern. Other features include: • Listing of sections
affected by the most recent legislation • Legislative
Summaries highlighting important changes to the law
• Florida Legal Guidelines • Elements of criminal
offenses • Common Spanish and Haitian Creole
phrases

Florida State University Law Review
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The Florida Criminal Cases Notebook
TWO QUOTATIONS ABOUT the BOOK This book puts
truth to the lie that voter fraud is rare and
insignificant. A must read for understanding the battle
space of the modern political campaign. J. CHRISTIAN
ADAMS, election lawyer and author of the New York
Times bestseller INJUSTICE Election fraud is alive and
well in Florida. This book is a must read for anyone
who believes in election integrity and wants the tools
to oppose corruption. PETER M. FEAMAN, national
committeeman, Florida

Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Judicial Edition
The purpose of the federal Family and Medical Leave
Act (FMLA) is to help employees balance the demands
of work and family. But the law can be hard for
employers to apply in the real world. Questions about
eligibility, coverage, notice and certification
requirements, administering leave, continuing
benefits, and reinstatement can challenge even the
most experienced managers. This book has the plainEnglish answers to all of your tough questions about
the FMLA. It provides detailed information, real-life
examples, sample forms, and other tools to help you
meet your legal obligations. The 5th edition covers all
the latest updates on the FMLA, including rules for
same-sex couples, new cases explaining the
application of the FMLA, state paid family leave laws,
and more.
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The Americans with Disabilities Act
Includes selected chapters & sections that directly
relate to crimes, criminal procedure & corrections,
domestic relations, alcoholic beverages, public health,
education, evidence, proceedings relating to
juveniles, as well as statutes concerning the
registration & safety of motor vehicles, vessels,
aircraft, public transportation, & railroads. Also
includes Legislative Highlights & Legal Guidelines, &
an up-to-date, integrated index.

Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Florida Family Law Case Summaries, 2018 Edition
features a comprehensive review of Florida family
case law organized into 10 topical chapters. In
addition to the wealth of case summaries, this manual
provides editor's notes alerting you to significant
statutory changes.

Guidelines for Legal Reference Service in
Correctional Institutions
Code of Ethics for Nurses with
Interpretive Statements
Whether you are having trouble getting to see your
children or you're not receiving enough (or any)
support, you and your children have rights. This book
will educate parents on their legal rights, and help
them throughout the legal proceedings.
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Florida Law Enforcement Handbook
Miami Dade PD
The Essential Guide to Family & Medical
Leave
This publication details the dissolution process from
interview through temporary relief and discovery to
final judgment. Key areas covered include parental
responsibility, child support, alimony, equitable
distribution, and attorneys' fees. The publication
includes forms and checklists. Florida Dissolution of
Marriage, 13th Edition, highlights: Discussion and
analysis of the new Collaborative Law Process Act,
F.S. 61.55 et seq. Florida Supreme Court’s adoption of
the creation of “stand-alone” Florida Family Law Rules
of Procedure, which now govern family law
proceedings. In re: Amendments to Florida Family Law
Rules of Procedure, 214 So.3d 400 (Fla. 2017).
Discussion and analysis of the United States Supreme
Court’s landmark ruling in Obergefell v. Hodges, 135
S.Ct. 2584, 192 L.Ed.2d 609 (2015) that the U.S.
Constitution requires that same-sex couples be
allowed to marry, regardless of where they live, and
that states may not reserve that right for only
heterosexual couples. Same-sex couples’ entitlement
to dissolution of marriage. Brandon-Thomas v.
Brandon-Thomas,163 So.3d 644 (Fla. 2d DCA 2015),
Brenner v. Scott, 999 F.Supp.2d 1278 (N.D. Fla.
2014). Viability and constitutionality of F.S.
61.043(1)’s requirement of using “husband” and
“wife” in the caption in the context of same-sex
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marriage dissolution procedures. Brandon-Thomas v.
Brandon-Thomas,163 So.3d 644 (Fla. 2d DCA 2015),
Brenner v. Scott, 999 F.Supp.2d 1278 (N.D. Fla.
2014). Reproductive technology and parental rights of
same-sex couples. D.M.T. v. T.M.H., 129 So.3d 320
(Fla. 2013). Viability of the general rule that partition
is available as a matter of right pursuant to the
Florida Supreme Court’s decision in Condrey v.
Condrey,92 So.2d 423 (Fla. 1957). Florida Supreme
Court’s adoption of Fla.Fam.L.R.P. 12.003(a), under
which all related family cases must be handled before
one judge unless impractical. See In re Amendments
to Florida Rules of Judicial Administration, 132 So.3d
1114 (Fla. 2014). Florida Legislature’s amendment of
F.S. 61.13(2)(b) regarding shared parental
responsibility over health care decisions. Discussion
of the implications of the Florida Supreme Court’s
rejection of F.S. 90.702 to the extent that it is
procedural and discovery in dissolution of marriage
actions. See In re: Amendments to Florida Evidence
Code, 210 So.3d 1231 (Fla. 2017). United States
Supreme Court’s abrogation of Abernethy v. Fishkin,
699 So.2d 235 (Fla. 1997). Howell v. Howell, 137 S.Ct.
1400 (2017) (states are prohibited from increasing,
pro rata, amount divorced spouse received each
month from veteran’s retirement pay to reimburse or
indemnify divorced spouse to restore that portion of
retirement pay lost due to postdivorce waiver). Florida
Legislature’s enactment of F.S. 61.13(9), restricting
time-sharing when a parent is a resident of a
“recovery residence.” Florida Supreme Court’s
decision in Hooker v. Hooker, 220 So.3d 397 (Fla.
2017) regarding the appropriate standard of review
on appeal for reviewing whether a trial court was
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correct in determining whether donative intent
existed to render an asset an interspousal gift and
part of the marital estate. Protecting Americans from
Tax Hikes Act of 2015, Pub.L.No. 114-113, §101(a),
129 Stat. 2242 (2016).

Erase Your Record
Child Support Guidelines, Second Edition is the only
comprehensive guidebook for determining child
support awards that takes practitioners step-by-step
through the interpretation and application of the
guidelines and their worksheets in both the normal
and exceptional child support case. This unique
publication thoroughly covers each state's version of
one of the three basic models for determining child
support: the percentage of income model, the income
shares model, and the Melson formula. Important
issues affecting calculations are clearly explained,
including: Definition of andquot;incomeandquot;
under the guidelines The impact of divided custody,
shared custody, split custody, and extended visitation
Second household expenses, other dependents,
subsequent children, and stepchildren Impact of a
private contract on the court's decision to apply the
guideline amount Deviation from the guidelines for a
high income parent Deviation from the guidelines to
pay for medical expenses, private school, and child
care expenses Imputed income Modification of prior
awards And more.

Law Books Published
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With current authorities, succinct discussions of
complex issues, and the forms vital to handling a
commercial case, the Ninth Edition of Business
Litigation in Florida is a must-have for business
practitioners and trial attorneys alike. The completely
updated manual covers the full range of concerns to
business litigators, from initial considerations of
jurisdiction and venue, through myriad discovery and
other pretrial and trial issues, to recovery of
attorneys' fees. Highlights of the new edition include:
DOAH's centralized electronic database 2016
amendments to F.S. 120.57 Authority to reconsider
and vacate prior final order in disciplinary
proceedings Judicial Review Revised statutes and
rules New case law

Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle
Manual, 2016-2017 Edition
Law Books in Print: Title index
The Directory of Federal Court Guidelines outlines the
requirements of over 600 federal judges in detailed
form along with the procedures they mandate on such
essential matters as discovery, scheduling
conferences, alternative dispute resolution, voir dire,
marking of exhibits, and jury participation. This is
critical inside information directly from the federal
courts and judges compiled and published in
cooperation with the American Bar Association's
Section of Litigation. You will get every sitting judge's
educational background, previous experience on the
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bench, with the government and in private practice,
and honors and awards. Many judges have provided
photographs and the names and telephone numbers
of their secretaries and court clerks as well. Updated
three times a year, Directory of Federal Court
Guidelines will prove to be a vital research tool for
preparing your case.

Florida Dissolution of Marriage
Compilation of the legal authority under which the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency operates.

Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle
Handbook
Start a Business in Florida
A comprehensive guide to all the State and Federal
laws that affect Florida pharmacies on a daily basis,
Florida and Federal Pharmacy Laws and Regulations is
a trusted and indispensable resource for Florida
pharmacy professionals. Compiled by our team of
expert editors and staff attorneys at LexisNexis, this
volume contains all the information you need to make
sure you comply with the rule in the Florida
Administrative Code requiring all Florida pharmacies
to keep a current copy of the laws and rules
governing the practice of pharmacy in the State of
Florida. This book is updated annually to ensure that
your pharmacy is in compliance with this legal
requirement at all times. You'll find coverage of all
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relevant sections from The Florida Statutes, Florida
Administrative Code, the United States Code as well
as the Code of Federal Regulations. Finally, for your
convenience, the book also includes the entire text of
the DEA's Pharmacist's Manual. Whether you are a
pharmacy technician purchasing a single copy or the
manager of a chain of pharmacies purchasing in
volume, Florida and Federal Pharmacy Laws and
Regulations is the resource you need at a price you
can afford.

Practice Under Florida Probate Code
Florida Family Law Case Summaries
The Florida Bar Journal
With this edition of The Florida Criminal Cases
Notebook, author Joseph C. Bodiford brings his
experience and expertise as a criminal defense
attorney and criminal law and procedure educator to
more than 200 new Florida case summaries and
citations spanning a broad range of procedural and
substantive topics, including: Appellate Practice
Confidential Informants Contempt Theft Self-defense
Discovery and Richardson issues Double Jeopardy
Defendant’s statements and Miranda Evidence
Hearsay and exceptions Scientific Evidence and
Expert Testimony Pleas Post-conviction Relief Search
& Seizure Sentencing issues Speedy Trial Substantive
Crimes Probation and Community Control Trial and
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Jury Instruction issues And More!

Florida and Federal Pharmacy Laws and
Rules
Copyright Clarity
This updated sixth edition reflects the most recent
changes in family law in Florida. It offers an overview
of the divorce process, introduces the basic
vocabulary and legal concepts associated with
divorce, and familarizes you with what to expect if
you are planning to divorce in Florida or if you are
already divorced and have questions about your
rights. Property division and child custody are
outlined in separate chapters. Special topics include
the mediation process, financial affidavit preparation
and tax aspects of divorce. This book also covers the
simplified dissolution of marriage procedure, which
allows couples who have no children or property
disputes to file for divorce without an attorney.

Florida Criminal Justice Sourcebook
Pamphlet is a succinct statement of the ethical
obligations and duties of individuals who enter the
nursing profession, the profession's nonnegotiable
ethical standard, and an expression of nursing's own
understanding of its commitment to society. Provides
a framework for nurses to use in ethical analysis and
decision-making.
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Legal Research and Law Library
Management
Simplifies and thoroughly explains how to successfully
handle your small claims case in a Florida court

Florida Law
Florida Family Law & Practice Factors beyond their
control are increasing the challenges faced by all who
work with Florida family law. Divorce studies and a
flood of pro se litigants have driven Florida family
courts to revise trial procedure and promote case
management and settlement. Consequently, lawyers'
courtroom skills are frequently lacking in the
implementation of "trial as a last resort." And their
existing settlement approaches are at times
inadequate to meet court mandates. Judge Renee
Goldenberg, a master of systems organization and
management, has written a procedural toolbook to
address these challenges. Florida Family Law &
Practice provides techniques, law, and forms to
improve your effectiveness and efficiency in
everything from client preparation through entry of
evidence to closing argument. The book is heavily
annotated with over 3,000 case citations, dozens of
practice tips and checklists, and over 200 forms.
Taking a step-by-step approach, this complete
practice and procedure guide walks you through: •
Screening cases • Investigation • Emergencies •
Discovery • Temporary relief • Property issues •
Alimony • Child support • Attorneys' fees •
Settlement • Trial
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How to Win in Small Claims Court in
Florida
A Guide to Florida Workers'
Compensation
Authored by experts in various facets of civil litigation
and reviewed by general editor William C. Bochet,
LexisNexis Practice Guide New Jersey Trial, Post-Trial,
and Appellate Proceedings offers quick, direct, New
Jersey-specific answers to questions that arise in dayto-day civil litigation practice. Topically organized,
LexisNexis Practice Guide New Jersey Trial, Post-Trial,
and Appellate Proceedings covers a range of civil
practice issues and takes task-oriented approach to
each subject in its action-oriented section headings
(e.g. Moving for Relief in Limine, Preparing for Direct
Examinations of Experts at Trial, and Making
Objections or Requests for Curative Instructions) and
multiple checklists in each chapter that guide the
reader through each step of a task. This publication
covers critical topics such as jury charges, bench trial,
opening statements, burdens of proof, trial motions,
party and non-party witnesses, expert witnesses,
summations, and bringing appeals. It includes
numerous practice tips (Strategic Point, Warning,
Timing and Exception) to ensure best practices and
help the attorney make choices, avoid practice pitfalls
and recognize important time limitations and
exceptions to general rules. The online product
includes practice forms.
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Child Custody, Visitation, and Support in
Florida
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an
up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics.
Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look
to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much
more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered
Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and
provide suggestions for its practical application. The
Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety
of given situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define the nature
of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.

The Condominium Concept
Written by skilled probate attorneys, Practice Under
Florida Probate Code provides comprehensive
analysis of all the steps that you need to take to
administer an estate in Florida. It features discussions
of major changes to the Probate Code made over the
past few years, alerts the user to recent changes to
the Florida Probate Rules, and also highlights relevant
tax considerations. Forms, sample accountings, and
charts for basic probate practice enhance the book's
practitioner focus. Discussion of new and revised
statutory provisions and rules, including: Florida
Electronic Wills Act; Florida Fiduciary Access to Digital
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Assets Act; elective share laws; fiduciary lawyer-client
privilege; apportionment of estate taxes; duty of the
personal representative to resign; law governing nonresident’s disposition of Florida property; and
extension of deadline for objections to validity of will,
venue, or jurisdiction. Updated case law and
discussion of numerous topics, including: ethical
resolution when client designates drafting attorney as
personal representative; disgorgement and surcharge
against attorneys and personal representatives; how
to effect spouse’s valid waiver of homestead rights;
procedure to release real property from federal tax
liens and personal representative’s possession;
electronic filing of court documents and timely filing
of claims; when to file Notice of Confidential
Information; dependent relative revocation; formal
and informal notice and in personam jurisdiction; and
requirement that death certificates name legally
wedded same-sex spouse.

Florida Law Enforcement Handbook
Miami-Dade County, 2017 Edition
- A practical, readable guide to your legal rights in
Florida - Property Law - real estate, landlord/tenant,
wills, trusts - Family Law - parent/child, marriage,
divorce, guardianship, adoption - Business Law corporations/partnerships, promissory
notes/mortgages, contracts, agency/employment,
insurance - Special Areas - torts, criminal law, small
claims, consumer law

Study Guide for the Florida Law
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Enforcement Officer's Certification
Examination
You deserve a second chance. We were all young
once. We all made mistakes and did things that we
later regret. Unfortunately, an arrest in your past can
continue to haunt you and impact the rest of your life.
Many people like you report being denied
opportunities in their jobs, college education,
apartment applications, banking and other scenarios
because of a single mistake made in their past.
Criminal record expungement and sealing can give
you a second chance! Criminal record expungement
(sealing) is the legal process to make a criminal
record a non-public record. This essentially erases
your record from public access. All information of the
arrest and charges is removed or made confidential
from all official agencies whose records are accessible
to the public. Records are either made confidential or
must be destroyed! This book, written by Florida
Criminal Law Attorney and expungement expert Eric
Dirga, is your Do-It-Yourself guide to seeking an
expungement or sealing of your record. Erase your
record and give yourself the second chance you
deserve!

Business Litigation in Florida
This jargon-free guide clarifies principles for applying
copyright law to 21st-century education, discusses
what is permissible in the classroom, and explores the
fair use of digital materials.
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Florida Divorce Handbook
Simplify the Start-Up Process Starting a new business
can be one of the most exciting things you will ever
do-as well as one of the most overwhelming. To
ensure the future success of your enterprise, take the
time to properly establish yourself right from the
start. Let Start a Business in Florida help you start
your dream business headache and hassle-free. Learn
how to: - Develop a Complete Business Plan - Register
with State Authorities - Establish a Proper Tax
Payment System - Market Your Business for Success
Essential documents you need to: - Create a BrandNew Business - Avoid Problems with the IRS - Hire
Employees - Comply with State and Federal
Regulations - And much more . . .

Child Support Guidelines
A practical and popular guide to operating a
successful condominium association in Florida.

Legal Compilation; Statutes and
Legislative History, Executive Orders,
Regulations, Guidelines and Reports
Proceedings of the 21st-43d annual convention of the
Florida State Bar Association included in v. 2-24; lstannual convention of the Florida Bar in v.24-

Florida Legal Malpractice Law
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Business Litigation in Florida, Ninth
Edition
Florida Law Enforcement Handbook for Miami-Dade
County includes not only the state criminal and traffic
laws, but also the county-specific guidelines and
codes that Miami-Dade law enforcement professionals
need to reference on a daily basis. Coverage of the
primary law is enhanced with practical and insightful
Legal Guidelines prepared by the County Police Legal
Bureau that survey the full range of procedural issues
and offer specific, on-the-street advice and warnings
that will help you comply with constitutional
requirements.

Florida Law Review
This volume discusses the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) and the rights it guarantees to those with
disabilities including employment, transportation,
public accommodations, government services,
telecommunications, and access to public
marketplaces. Also covers legislative provisions which
are not part of the ADA. The Legal Almanac series
serves to educate the general public on a variety of
legal issues pertinent to everyday life and to keep
readers informed of their rights and remedies under
the law. Each volume in the series presents an
explanation of a specific legal issue in simple, clearly
written text, making the Almanac a concise and
perfect desktop reference tool. All volumes provide
state-by-state coverage. Selected state statutes are
included, as are important case law and legislation,
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charts and tables for comparison.

Florida Family Law & Practice
-- Hundreds of practice questions modeled after those
on the actual exams -- Concise tips on exam
registration, testing procedure, and reading exam
results -- Test-taking hints and strategies -- Detailed
information on seeking employment after passing the
exam -- A must-have for anyone thinking about taking
these exams
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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